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Attention and saliency investigations are becoming more popular with
technology progress. It is widely accepted, that the minimum number of
observers required to create a reliable saliency map begins from 8 depending on
content type. However, this number has been estimated for traditional content,
so it should be verified for the virtual reality (VR) helmet case.
Two straightforward hypotheses suggests that this number should be
increased proportionally to the stimulus angular size or potential visual field (due
to head rotation) enlargement. Required number for VR helmet should be about
60 observers according to the first hypothesis (typical angular size of stimuli in
experiments is 45-50°) and about 30 according to the second (VR helmet field of
view is about 90°).
We have recorded eye movements from 91 observers during watching 360°
video content (total duration - 33 minutes) using VR helmet eye tracker based on
Samsung Gear VR. We have found that required number of observers for VR is
varying from 25 to 45 depending on content type to obtain saliency map covering
fixations of all subjects with probability of 80% (when 8 observers give from 45%
to 65%).
From the data collected it may be concluded that both hypotheses seem to be
plausible: the first one may be applied for complicated scenes (many moving
objects against rich background), while the second one may be applied to the
plain scenes (one moving object against smooth background).
The results obtained could be used by researchers to plan experimental
procedures for VR investigations.
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Teaser:
By collecting (using virtual reality head mounted display) and analyzing eye
movement data from 91 observers watching 360° videos (33 minutes in total) it
has been found that required number of observers for creating reliable saliency
map is varying from 25 to 45 depending on content type.

